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Introduction 

Recent developments in syntactic theory, in particular the Minimalist Program (MP) put 
forward by Chomsky (1993, 1995), radically restrict the mechanisms and devices 
available for the description of prima facie syntactic phenomena. As a result, a variety 
of major well-known phenomena that have been accounted for within the Principles-and
Parameters (P&P) framework by processes of the syntactic component - such as Move 
alpha, feature-percolation, etc. - and by syntactic well-formedness conditions operating 
on the resuhing representations - e.g., versions of the ECP, the wh-Criterion, etc . -
turn out to be left with no obvious syntactic account within a minimalist conception of 
the computational system of the human language facuhy. The radical restriction of deri
vations in particular by means of economy principles, and the limitation of the system to 
permit only bare output conditions (in the sense of Chomsky 1995), i.e ., only conditions 
imposed on syntactic representations "externally", by properties of the systems of use, 
necessitate a reassessment of various previously uncontroversially "syntactic" phenome
na. These restricions may lead to reformulations of previous accounts in terms of the 
checking of some uninterpretable formal (morphological) feature within the computa
tional system, and they also may lead to consideration of possible alternative accounts 
in terms of "interface strategies", i.e. , accounts based on the interaction of the computa
tional system (henceforth CH') with properties of the systems of use at the interfaces. 

Such issues of the proper division of labour among different components/devices of 
the theory - just like at earlier stages of the development of generative grammar - are 
c1early empirical , and the choice is often quite subtIe. For instance, a case presenting the 
above kind of choice within the MP is the issue of quantifler scope and its derivation via 
QR which in pre-minimalist versions of the theory had been widely accepted (since May 
1977). In the minimalist framework of Chomsky (1993, 1995), where movement 
operations are c1aimed to take place only when forced by the need to check (delete) an 
uninterpretable morphological feature, the standard uniformly LF-movement-based (QR) 
account of quantifier scope needed to be, and in fact has been, revised . The following 
two major ahernative proposals have emerged: 

(a) Postulation of specific formal features like [+Dist] and [+Univ]. etc. that appear on 
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specific quantifiers (in English on each. every). and also on particular functional heads 
(e.g. DistO heading a DistP) within the cIause. and movement of the corresponding 
quantified expressions to the appropriate Spec position. crucially, driven by the need to 
check (i.e .. deIete) the uninterpretable [+DistJ, [+Univ], etc. features on these functional 
heads (see Beghelli 1994, Beghelli and Stowell 1997). 
(b) An "interface economy"-based approach involving a non-driven/"optional", hen ce 
marked, movement of quantified phrases, which is permitted to apply in derivations -
according to the notion of interface economy - just in case there is no other, more econom
ical. way to derive the particular scope interpretation (see Fox 1994, Reinhart 1995). 

The choice bet ween these aIternatives for quantifier scope is a major empirical issue yet 
to be resolved . The subject matter of the present paper is a different set of phenomena 
that turns out to present the same type of puzzle. namely, the phenomenon of Focus. 
Before turning to the discus sion of this empirical domain however. it is important first 
to note that in fact there is more at stake in such cases than a choice between two 
competing analyses. Propos al (b) above involves some new, previously unexplored 
aspects of Chomsky's original formulation of the economy of derivations. Specifically, 
the notion of interface economy makes crucial use of Chomsky's (1993) global formula
tion of economy. according to which whoIe con verging derivations arising from the same 
Numeration are compared in terms of economy, (primarily, in terms of the number of 
steps they consist of). choosing for each Numeration the shortest, hence most economical 
one of the set of converging derivations, and excIuding all the rest. The interface 
economy proposal modifies this view by permitting particular economy violations, as 
"marked" processes, just in case they create an otherwise unavailable output at the (LF) 
interface. Now notice th at if the interface economy approach to quantifier scope, or to 
some other phenomena, turns out to be empirically well-motivated, and superior to 
alternative accounts, such as e.g. the feature-checking-based propos al (a), then this 
particular "global" version of the conception of economy receives powerful support. On 
the other hand. if it turned out that the feature-checking-based analysis of quantifier 
scope is empirically superior to the interface-based approach, and, crucially, no other 
cases emerge arguing for the notion of interface economy, then obviously, no such 
concept ion is motivated, and this in turn may reinforce suggestions to reformulate 
Chomsky's (1993) global economy comparing full (converging) derivations, as local 
economy conditions, i.e ., to eliminate "look-ahead" properties, and the computational 
complexity they involve, aItogether (possibly along the lines proposed in Collins 1997). 

In view of the significance of the above type of case in relation to the notion of 
economy, as weil as in view of the obvious interest inherent in contrasting a purely CHL-
internal account with one utilizing an interface-strategy with respect to a variety of 
empirical domains, I will address in the present paper a fundamentaIly similar problem, 
namely the issue of the choice between CHI.-internal encoding vs. an interface-based 
account arising in the framework of the MP with respect to the phenomenon of Focus 
in naturallanguage. In the course of the evolution of generative grammar, assumptions 
about the status and proper representation of Focus have undergone a number of changes. 
In recent years. the view that Focus is to be accounted for within the CHL via syntactic 
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movement induced by checking of a fonnal feature [+Focus] on an P' functional head 
has been proposed - based on earlier work on the syntactic nature of Focus (see 
Section 1.1 below) - by Brody (1995), and has been widely assumed, e.g., by Rizzi 
(1995), Kenesei (1995), Choe (1995), É. Kiss (1996) . At the same time, however, an 
alternative, unified PF-interface approach to Focus, has been put forward, by Reinhart 
(1995), based on Cinque 's (1993) theory of phrasal stress. This alternative propos al 
involves no syntactic Focus feature , no category P' and no checking-driven syntactic 
operation. In the following discussion I will explore the controversial choice bet ween a 
directly CH!.-internal and a PF-interface-based account for Focus in light of the analysis 
of syntactic movements (displacements) th at appear to be Focus-related, i.e., processes 
that are apparently optional, apart from the fact th at their output manifests systematic 
effects with respect to the Focus options of the sentence. 

In Section I, I will first outline the two types of alternative analyses and their 
respective motivations as assessed in previous research. As a preliminary descriptive 
c1assification, Section 2 will introduce a distinction between two types of potentially 
relevant movement processes: (a) "Focus-accommodating" movements (e.g. in Roche
mont's (1978) "stylistic" constructions, and the optional movements investigated recently 
by Zubizarreta (1993), such as, DirectionallLocative Inversion and Light Predicate 
Raising) and (b) "Focus-licensing" movements (such as apparently obligatory overt 
Focus-movements to some unique designated "Focus position" observed in languages 
like Hungarian, Basque, etc.) . Type (a) movements are arguably due to interface-needs, 
rather than to feature-checking; they are optional movements - hence economy 
violations as far as the CH!. is concerned - that are pennitted only due to satisfying the 
need to create some particular Focus option at the PF interface which otherwise would 
necessitate a similarly uneconomical stress-shift operation, i.e., a deviation from the 
unmarked clausal stress pattern . The bulk of the paper - starting from Section 3-will 
discuss alleged Type (b) movements, drawing on data from Hungarian, which seem to 
present the most serious challenge for a PF interface account of Focus. It will be shown 
that contrary to appearances, an account of alleged "Focus-licensing" movements based 
on the checking of a feature [+Focus] carried by the focus element and serving as a 
trigger for PF and LF interpretation of focus is unmotivated, and in fact conceptually and 
empirically undesirable even in this case. Thus we will be led to the conclusion that UG 
does not manifest [+Focus]-checking-driven movements; this in turn suggests th at there 
is no need for a fonnal feature [+Focus] at all. In Section 3, we will argue against 
English in-situ-Focus involving checking-driven covert movement. In Section 4, turning 
to the challenge of overt "Focus-move ment" , as in Hungarian, we show first th at this 
indeed cannot be a Type (a) movement, since the structure and stress assignment it 
exhibits is contrary to the predicted unmarked (neutral) stress pattern. The Focus-phrase 
is raised to a hierarchically higher position to head an A-bar chain, creating potentially 
long-distance dependencies. It exhibits is land effects and licenses PGs, hence constituting 
apparently powerful evidence against a PF-interface view of Focus, and in favor of direct 
syntactic encoding in CHL. However sections 5 and 6 will demonstrate the inadequacy of 
a [+Focus]-feature postulated for the focus-stressed element driving this overt movement 
(to a Spec of FP) under checking theory. This will be argued (a) based on inconsistencies 
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with the pied-piping phenomena observed in known feature-checking-driven movements, 
(such as Wh and NEG in Webelhuth's 1992), (b) based on the prosodie realizations of 
narrow vs. projecting Focus manifested within the Focus-moved phrases, and their full 
parallelism with in-situ PF-based " information Focus", and (c) based on a unique 
semantic property of the Focus-moved phrases, namely "exhaustive identification" (EI). 
Furthermore, we will argue, contrary to earl ier proposals (Kenesei 1995, É. Kiss 1996), 
th at postulating a distinction between "Operator-Focus" involving [+Focus]-checking vs. 
PF-based "Information Focus" would lead to missing significant generalizations at the 
PF-interface. Instead, in Section 6 we propose to assume only a single type of Focus -
corresponding to "Information Focus" - assigned uniformly at PF aIong the lines of the 
Cinque/Reinhart hypothesis . The alleged "Focus-movement" in the Hungarian-type case 
is c1aimed not to he driven by any [+Focus] feature. Instead it is attributed to: (a) the 
existence of an Exhaustive Identification (EI) operator in the language that is merged at 
the phrasal level with DPs and PPs occupying their Spec position (note Tsai's (1994) 
parallel analysis of the Q-operator in Japanese interrogatives) and (b) this operator 
corresponding to a strong feature on a c1ausal functional head Elo that needs checking by 
an EI-bearing DP/PP raised overtly to its Spec, and that (possibly due to its affixal nature 
in Hungarian) also triggers overt V-raising. The fact that this pre-V DP/PP bearing the 
EI operator seems to obligatorily contain a Focused element is assimilated to the 
phenomenon of "association with Focus", familiar from the case of adverbials like 
ONLY and EVEN, which require Focus to occur within the element's c-command 
domain. We will also address the fact that ONLY- but not EVEN-phrases undergo the 
alleged "Focus-movement", though both of them require Focus to occur in their domain 
in Hungarian too. 

1. The two competing conceptions of the status of Focus 

1. 1 Some background history 

The syntactically encoded view of Focus has traditionally asserted th at Focus is an entity 
undergoing true syntactic processes, such as LF-movement giving rise to an operator -
variabIe structure (an A-bar chain); the corresponding stress placement has been attributed 
to the presence of a syntactic F(ocus) marker or feature in S-structure representations 
which is rcalized as main c1ausal stress ("focus-stress") by stress-rules of the PF compo
nent. A variety of proposals for a syntactically encoded account of Focus have been 
developed since the ' 70s: for instanee, Jackendoff's (1972) syntactic F-marker, Chomsky's 
(1976) LF-raising propos al , Horvath's (1981, 1986, 1995) formal feature [+Focus] and 
parameters of syntactic feature-assignment, Brody's (1990) FP projection and "Focus 
Criterion", Brody's (1995) and Rizzi's (1995) [+Focus] checking in Spec of FP. 

The major reasons for the choice of direct syntactic encoding have been the following : 

(I) a. ("narrow") Focus seemed to be able to appear freely on constituents in any 
structural position (in the English-type languages at least) 
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b. Chomsky's observation of apparent WCO effects induced by Focus, taken as 
evidence for the application of covert JTlovement deriving a bound variabIe 
representation at LF, and 

c. the fact that the T-model of grammar had no direct link between the PF and 
LF components, hence no direct way to match up the (allegedly) Focus-raised 
constituent of LF with the element to receive main stress at PF. 

d. cross-linguistic observations revealing the existence of languages where the 
covert Focus-movement hypothesized by Chomsky (1976) based on English 
seemed to be instantiated in an overt manner, by the required pre-S-structure 
movement of Focus to a designated structural position, as e.g.in the widely 
discussed case of Hungarian. 

In the P&P framework, this syntactic encoding was executed via the postulation of a 
formal syntactic feature [+Focus] proposed in Horvath (1981), and it was further argued 
th at the assignmentllicensing conditions of this feature - at least in "designated Focus" 
languages - are analogous to those observed with respect to more familiar syntactic 
features, such as (structural) Case (see Horvath 1986, 1995). Within the framework of 
Chomsky's (1995) MP, this conception of Focus as a formal feature has naturally led to 
reformulations of "Focus-movement" in terms of checking theory: the [+Focus] feature 
is c1aimed to project a functional category F(ocus)P, and overt and covert movement of 
Focus constituents is driven by the need of checking this (strong/weak) feature in the 
Spec position of the FP, on the analogy of certain accounts of overt vs. in situ wlz
interrogatives. (e.g., Uriagereka 1995, Brody 1990, 1995). 

The alternative, PF-interface-based conception of Focus dates back to Chomsky's 
(1971) propos al to determine Focus at PF as a constituent containing the "intonation 
center" of the c1ause. Essentially PF-based, syntax-external accounts of Focus have also 
been suggested e.g. in Rochemont (1978), Vallduvf (1992), Roberts (1996) and others, 
but the dominant hypothesis in the syntactic literature on Focus has been that of syntactic 
encoding. Recently however, making use of a highly restrÎCtive universal system of 
phrasal stress assignment developed by Cinque (1993), Reinhart (1995) has suggested 
that it is in fact possible to return to Chomsky's original conceptually appealing 
hypothesis. She proposes an interesting PF-based account of Focus relying crucially on 
a particular conception of economy within the general framework of Chomsky's MP. Her 
proposal treats Focus - both its "neutraI" and its "marked"f'narrow" cases - as a 
unified phenomenon that is not encoded syntactically in the CHL at all, but rather arises 
exclusively at the PF interface (as first suggested in Chomsky 1971). Based on the 
notion of interface economy, which crucially reinterprets the otherwise troublesome 
notion of "markedness" in terms of economy, this PF interface account of Focus is 
shown to have important empirical consequences - as e.g. in the notorious case of 
Dutch object scrambling - within a conceptually desirabIe, highly restrictive framework 
of assumptions (see Neeleman and Reinhart to appear). 

But since such an interface-based analysis has not yet been shown to be compatible with 
some of the major phenomena that motivated the syntactically encoded account of the status 
of Focus widely accepted since the mid '70s, we are faced here with an obvious controversy. 
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1.2 PF-based Focus as fhe nul! hypofhesis 

The PF/stress-based account of Focus emerging from Cinque (1993) and Reinhart (1995) 
arguably constitutes the null hypothesis; it is the conceptually necessary minimum, as far 
as the representation of this notion is concerned. Under the view of focus as a PF issue, 
independently needed and allested principles of the CHI. detennine the assignment of 
stress to a sentence. At the interface, this phonological property of sentences is taken 
advantage of, i.e., is utilized, by the systems of use, la facilitate communication: stress 
serves as the indicator of Focus, which in turn plays a major role in detennining the 
appropriateness of the sentence to particular discourse contexts. 

Specifically, Reinhart (1995) proposes that a universal stress-assignment procedure -
the version of the Nuclear Stress Rule proposed by Cinque (1993) - detennines phrasal 
stress within the CH!., relying exclusively on syntactic constituent structure; subsequently, 
each derivation is associated with a set of possible foci - the "Focus set" - that is 
detennined purely by the location of the main stress of the clause and by constituent 
structure. The members of this Focus set, "re ad off' of PF-representations, are all and 
only constituents which contain the main stress of the sentence as assigned by Cinque's 
stress rule (see (2)-(3) below); it then depends only on discourse conditions whether a 
derivation with a particular Focus selected from the associated Focus set is appropriate, 
i.e ., usabie or not, in a particular context. 

(2) Main stress according to the generalized stress rule of Cinque (1993) falls on the 
most deeply embedded constituent. 

(3) The focus set of lP consists of the constituents containing the main stress of lP, as 
detennined by the stress rule (based on Neeleman and Reinhart to appear) . 

The problem th at such stress-based theories of Focus - as e.g. Chomsky's (1971) -
encountered was of course the availability of Focus on constituents th at were not 
predicted to contain the main stress by a genera! stress rule (versions of the Nuclear 
Stress Rule), and hence could not be members of the Focus set defined on the basis of 
"neutrai" stress; yet they sound perfectly natural, given appropriate context, as noted in 
(I a) above. Thus e.g. the unpredicted Focus choice in (4a) shows no detectable effect of 
"marked" status, relative to the predicted object-focus case in (4b). (Henceforth I will use 
bracketing to mark the relevant Focus constituent(s), and capitalization to indicate the 
item bearing the heaviest stress.) 

(4) Who has invited Mary? 
a. [JOHN] has invited Mary. b. 

Who has John invited? 
John has invited (MARY] . 

This is the "markedness-problem" th at played a major role in the eventua! abandonment 
of the early PF-based conceptions of Focus. Crucially, Reinhart's (1995) proposal 
removes this obstacle. Making use of the concept of interface economy, she argues that 
under an appropriate precise reinterpretation of the notion of "marked" derivatiom in the 
MP framework as one involving an economy violation, it in fact can be shown empirical
Iy th at cases like subject-focus - as (4a) - which involve a departure from the 
predicted stress patlern and Focus-choice are indeed "marked". She assumes (based on 
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Cinque 1993) an optional "stress-shifting" operation in CH!. - either strengthening the 
stress on an element th at does not bear the main stress. or destressing a stressed element 
- stated schematically as: 

(5) Relocate the main stress. 

Such stress-shifts in the derivation clearly constitute economy violations: they are 
optionally "undoing" the effect of the general stress assignment procedure of the CH!. . 

Reinhart 's interface economy approach crucially claims th at whether such a violation of 
the economy of derivation does indeed result in an illegitimate derivation - hence actual 
ungrammaticality - depends on whether the resulting output satisfies some interface 
need (in our case some discourse need) that would not be satisfied without the applica
tion of the uneconomical ("marked") operation . Under this view, e.g. (4a) above has 
undergone the uneconomical operation of stress-strengthening placing main stress on the 
subject, instead of the object, which being the most deeply embedded element would 
bear it as a result of Cinque's general stress rule . The reason why this sentence still 
shows no sign of being "marked" or unacceptable is the fact th at the operation creates 
a Focus option - namely, Focus of the subject alone - which otherwise would not be 
a member of the Focus set of this sentence; the stress predicted for the c1ause without 
stress-shift - see (4b) - would define its Focus set as {lP, YP, Object} . 

An important source of potential empirical support for the interface economy propos al 
has to do with cases of cross-linguistic variation where constituents are permitted to 
surface in different hierarchical positions in different languages, and correspondingly, can 
receive different stress patterns by the application of Cinque's (unmarked) universal 
stress-assignment procedure, thus giving ri se to different Focus sets under Reinhart's 
(1995) interface account of Focus . The prediction of the interface economy approach 
outlined above is th at such differences in the unmarked stress-assignments available will 
correlate with diflerences in the acceptability of particular stress-shifts in these languages 
(when keeping the intendcd interpretation constant). An often-cited alleged instance of 
such a test-case is the English vs. Italian data in (6) and (7) below (noted by Cinque 
1993 and discussed in the interface economy context in Reinhart 1995). Italian, in 
contrast to English, is a language th at in addition to the English-type SY(O) structure, 
can generate an alternative constituent structure in which the subject appears as the most 
deeply embedded element of the intransitive c1ause, i.e., can leave the subject in the Spec 
of YP, and overtly raise Y to I. The post-verbal subject will then be assigned the main 
stress of the clause by Cinque's general stress rule. Since in the corresponding English 
sentence no post-verbal subject is permitted, the interface-economy account of Focus 
predicts a systematically different status for stress-shift to the pre-verbal subject in 
English vs. in Italian SY clauses. As shown by the contrast between (6) and (7b) below, 
both being intended to be lP Focus (i.e., appropriate for "out-of-the-blue" contexts), this 
prediction is indeed borne out. Given an out-of-the-blue-context, stress-shift to the 
subject in the Italian SY c1ause (7b) is unaccaptable, in contrast to the full acceptability 
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of the same stress-shift to the subject in English. 1 In Italian, only (7a) is appropriate in 
this case . 

(6) JOHNSON died. 

(7) a. E' morto JOHNSON . 
b. #JOHNSON è morto. 

Under the interface economy account, appealing to the marked stress-shift operation 
possible in English (as in (6» is unacceptable in ltaIian due to it being an unjustified 
economy violation given the availability of the more economical (unmarked) option (7a). 

In addition to such cross-linguistic predictions made regarding variation in the 
acceptability of marked/shifted stress, this stress-based account of Focus, in conjunction 
with interface economy, is shown in Reinhart (1995) and Neeleman and Reinhart (to 

1 As noted by an anonymous referee, examples like (6) and (7) involve some apparent problems 
for Reinhart's (1995) proposal th at she fails to address. The particular issue arising is why stress
shift to the subject in cases like (6) in English is permitted with an lP Focus interpretation in the 
fist place, i.e., why is the use of this stress pattern - considered marked under Cinque's general 
stress-assignment system - not limited to be used to create the otherwise unavailable narrow 
subject Focus interpretation. While this may look like a c1ear counter-example to Reinhart's 
interface economy treatment of Focus (built on Cinque's unmarked stress-assignment procedure), 
this is not necessarily so . As discussed explicitly by Neeleman and Reinhart (to appear), the 
creation of a new Focus option is not the only conceivable motivation permitting an uneconomical 
(marked) stress-shift operation in a derivation. In fact stress-shift is demonstrated in their study to 
be ab Ie to serve other, alternative interface needs too - arguably independent of modifications of 
the Focus set. In the context of their discussion of "anaphoric destressing", they motivate such an 
independent interface principle: 

(i) (= Neeleman and Reinhart (to appear, (64») 
A OP is destressed if and only if it is O-Iinked to an accessible discourse entity . 

The question then becomes what possible interface need might be served by the shifting of stress 
from the verb to the subject in some English intransitive (unaccusative) c1auses Iike (6). Since the 
resolution of this particular issue is not directly relevant for the observations and argumentation of 
the present study, 1 will leave this question open here. 

Another question raised by the above data is why Italian permits (7b) at all under interface 
economy, i.e ., why it is in fact acceptable, as a subject Focus sentence, in spite of the availability 
of (7a) exhibiting subject Focus as an option under the unmarked stress pattern . This however is 
only an apparent problem for the interface economy account of Focus. As noted by Zubizarreta 
( 1993) regarding cases similar to (7b) from both Spanish and Italian, the stressed preverbal subject 
can only be contrasti ve, but not identificational or presentational focus. It is argued in Rizzi (1995) 
that Italian has a left-peripheral "designated Focus position", i.e., an A-bar Spec position, which 
is specific to contrastive focus . As 1 point out in Section 6.2 below, movement to this position 
seems to fall under the type of analysis motivated in the present paper (see sections 4,5 and 6) for 
Hungarian "designated Focus" . Under this analysis of such A-bar movement constructions (as will 
be seen below), c1early no unmotivated stress-shift would be involved in the Italian stressed 
preverbal subject clauses . 
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appear) to also provide an elegant account for the set of syntactically very problematic 
conditions observable on the object-scrambling phenomenon of Dutch. It is argued to be 
a base-generated variant of the non-scrambled (Adv Obj V) order. and the curious 
apparent grammatical restrictions on the acceptability of each of the two structural 
variants are reanalyzed as consequences of the two receiving distinct stress-assignments. 
hence yielding different Focus options at the interface, without resorting to uneconomical 
stress-shift operations. 

A further instance of the rich empirical consequences of this stress-based conception 
of Focus. which will be of use also in Section 5 below, involves the often-cited 
distinction between "broad" ("projecting") vs. "narrow" Focus. The specific prediction 
this account makes is that "narrow" Focus - i.e .. Focus not being available on all the 
constituents containing the main stress - arises just in case an uneconomical stress-shift 
operation took pi ace in the derivation that was motivated by the need to create an 
otherwise unavailable Focus option. Consider for instance (4a) above. involving stress
strengthening on the subject. which otherwise would not be a possible Focus . The fact 
that the lP in (4a) would not be a possible Focus (in any context). even though it does 
contain the main stress, follows straightforwardly from the interface economy view: lP 
is part of the Focus set of the clause without the application of stress-shift (as in (4b)), 
hence this Focus option does not justify the use of an uneconomical derivation . 

In sum, Reinhart resolves the "markedness" issue. and presents substantial empirical 
evidence in favour of the conceptually appealing minimal PF-interface account of Focus . 
However there still seem to be reasons to resort to direct syntactic encoding. Most 
prominently. these involve syntactic movements apparently serving to create particular 
Focus options. or being triggered by Focus (see (Ib-c) and (Id) above). 

2. Syntactic movements and the PF interface 

There appear to be a variety of "Focus-related" movements postulated in the syntactic 
Iiterature that may make the adoption of any purely interface-based account of Focus 
seem impossible. For convenience of discus sion. they can be divided into two descriptive 
classes: overt "Focus-accommodating" (Type A) movements and overtlcovert "Focus
Iicensing" movements (Type B). Type A (Focus-accommodating) movements are overt 
movement operations th at appear to be optionaI. and whose only detectable effect is with 
respect to the Focus-interpretations available for the sentence . In contrast. Type B 
movements - which will be discussed in the following sections - are movements th at 
have been c1aimed in the literature to be required for the Iicensing of Focus on 
constituents, and languages allegedly vary as to whether this Focus-movement takes 
place covertly (as c1aimed ror English "in situ" Focus e.g . by Chomsky 1976, 'Brody 
1990). or overtly (as c1aimed for the cases of "designated Focus" 1anguages. such as 
Hungarian, Basque, Aghem, Kikuyu. Korean. etc. by Horvath 1986. 1995; Brody 1990; 
Choe 1995, and others). 

Both types of Focus-related movements seem potentially problematic ror a PF-inter
face- and interface economy-based theory of Focus, since unlike in the case of base-
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generated syntactic alternations involving Focus-effects - as the cases of Dutch object
scrambling, and Italian pre-verbal vs . VP-internal subjects -, here actual syntactic 
movement operations appear to crucially depend on or be motivated by Focus. There 
appear to be only two ways th at such cases of syntactic movement can be consistent with 
a purely PF-interface view of Focus: (i) if it can be shown that in fact they are on a par 
with, i.e., functionally equivalent to, the marked "stress-shifting" operations of CHL 
postulated within the Cinque/Reinhart theory of Focus, namely, that they too provide 
otherwise unavailable options for main clausal stress, and hence for Focus; or (ii) if it 
can be shown th at the apparent "Focus-movement" is in fact driven by something other 
than Focus, i.e., by some independently Il)otivated formal feature of the syntax. 

Turning tlrst to Type A movements, they arguably fall under option (i). Consider for 
instance the following cases: 

(8) Directional/Locative Inversion Constructions 
(see Rochemont 1978, Collins 1997) 
Into the house ran [JOHN]. (vs. [John [ran [into [the HOUSE]]]] .) 

Zubizarreta's (1993) PF-driven movements, e.g.: 

(9) Light Predicate Raising (see Larson 1988) 
Max talked about Bill [to MARYJ t 
(vs. Max talked to Mary about BILL.) 

(10) Object-scrambling in Spanish 
Rompió el vidrio [PEDRO] t 
broke the window PEDRO 
'PEDRO broke the window. ' 

As suggested already by Zubizarreta (1993) regarding cases (9) and (10), these construc
tions can be motivated by PF/stress considerations, involving Focus. The optional 
movements involved, - e .g. PP-raising to Spec,TP and the resulting need for the extra 
covert raising of the subject for Case-checking in (8) (see Collins's 1997 analysis), V'
reanalysis (and V-raising) in (9), object-scrambling over the subject in (10) - all result 
in a surface contlguration yielding a new stress-pattern, and hence otherwise unavailable 
Focus options, as indicated above by the bracketing. Thus, these uneconomical 
("marked") movements take the pi ace of the otherwise needed marked stress-shifts.2 If 

2 It is importani 10 emphasize here Ihal while such movemenl operalions as in (8), (9) and (10) are 
motivated by PF-interface needs (involving stress and Focus) both according to Zubizarreta (1993), 
as weil as according 10 Ihe stress-based inlerface economy accounl of Focus I suggest in the text, 
this is not 10 be laken to mean that the movements themselves are assumed to take place oulside of 
the CH!., in Ihe PF component. Both under Zubizarreta's proposal and under my own analysis, these 
movements are c1aimed to be operations of the synlactic derivation, hence are in fact expected to 
exhibit familiar properties of synlactic movemenlS (e.g. , island-sensitivity), and to have an effect 
on LF representations (e.g . to affect quantifier-scope, etc .). They differ from other movements of 
the CH!. only in that they are not driven by a need of fealure-checking . Under the proposal adopted 
above, Ihese are undriven. hence uneconomical ("marked") operations within the syntactic 
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so. then such (Type A) movements are in fact consistent with a Cinque/Reinhart-type 
PF-interface theory. as long as it incorporates the claim that an optional movement 
operation is not more costly than an optional stress-shift operation in CHI. in terms of 
economy. (Whether these two marked options are always equivalent. hence they are 
freely available as choices in the particular derivations. and other questions regarding 
their possibly distinct use would necessitate further empirical work. and are len for 
future research.) We thus may conclude th at the existence of Type A movements. 
conspiring to resuh in new locations for the main stress and yielding corresponding 
(narrow) Focus interpretation on the item bearing ie actually provides further support for 
a stress-based account of Focus read olT at the interface. 

3. Alleged Focus-Iicensing (Type B) movements and "designated" Focus posi
tions 

In contrast to Type A movements discussed above. the class of alleged "Focus-licensing" 
(Type B) movements appear to be truly inconsistent with a purely PF-interface-based 
notion of Focus. Clearly. neither Chomsky's (1976) LF-raising propos al for "in situ" 
Focus in languages like English. nor the overt Focus-movements (to some clausal Spec 
position) proposed for "designated Focus" languages in the syntactic literature could be 
viewed as being molivated by the preferencc to preserve the unmarked clausal stress 
assignment while creating certain Focus-options. They indeed seem to involve direct 
syntactic encoding of Focus . Yet. this conclusion will be shown below to be premature. 
We will argue first th at in situ Focus in the English-type case involves no (covert) 
movement of the Focus constituent. and in the subsequent sections. it will be demonstrat
ed that even the well-known overt Focus-movements to a designated Spec position - as 
in the Hungarian-type case - are in fact not triggered or driven by Focus (as a syntactic 
feature/morpheme ). 

An LF-movement-based account for in situ (prosodic) Focus in the English-type 
languages (such as Chomsky's 1976 and Brody's 1990) turns out to face some major 
syntactic problems. Even its most plausiblc subcase. namely Focus on a DP (as opposed 
to e.g .. Y or YP Focus), manifcsts syntactic behavior inconsistent with the hypothesized 
covert movcmenl.~ Specifically. it exhibits no ECP effects and no (subjacency-induced) 

derivation that give rise to a Iegilimate derivation only if their applicalion satisfies some specific 
interface need that would not get satisfied in the same derivalion without a marked operalion . 
3 The evidence against the LF-movement derivation for Focus presented in (11) and (12) still 
leaves us with the apparent WCO effects arising in the case of Focus (pointed out first in 
Chomsky 1976). This has tradilionally been taken as evidence for the quantificalional nature of 
Focus and for an LF-movement (QR) derivation. If one indeed were to reanalyze Focus itself as 
an interface phenomenon unencoded in CHI • hence not constituling an operator undergoing A-bar 
move ment - as we propose in the present study -. then the alleged WCO cases will have to be 
accounted for in some alternative way. A promising direction for such an alternative account is 
suggested by the contrast that appears to exist bet ween the kind of WCO evidence traditionally 
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island effects. as demonstrated by the Focus constituents (marked by bracketing) in (11) 
and (12) below. 

Q: Do people wonder where Mary was last night? 
(11) No. people wonder where [Mary's BOYFRIEND) was last night. 

Q: Have you shown Bill the book that I gave you for your birthday? 
(12) No. I have (only) shown him the book that you gave me for [CHRISTMAS) . 

Notice that the apparent insensitivity of the alleged covert Focus movement to such 
constraints cannot be attributed to the option of (heavy) pied-piping in the LF-com
ponent. First . under the assumptions of the MP (Chomsky 1995). covert move ment is 
necessarily movement of formal features only. so no pied-piping option exists at all. 
More importantly. even if covert movements were permitted to pied-pipe. in the above 
cases one would actually need to assume pied-piping that is not attested even in the case 
of corresponding overt movements. such as over! wh-movement (with the wh-word 
occupying the position of the Focus constituent e.g. in (12». This would constitute an 
inexplicable asymmetry between the overt and covert parts of the derivation. For the 
above reasons. the postulation of covert Focus movement of in situ Focus has to be 
rejected. Consequently the English-type in situ Focus provides no motivation for the 
direct syntactic encoding of Focus. 

4. The challenge of overt Type B "Focus Movement": the strongest apparent 
evidence for the syntactic encoding of Focus 

4.1 Ellidence for syntactic A-bar fIIOl'ement to a "Focus-position" and its landing site 

Hungarian provides the most widely-recognized instance of a language c1aimed to have 
a designated structural "Focus-position" to which Focus constituents must move by true 

cited for Focus given in (ia.b) vs. examples Iike (ii) (capitalization indicates the word bearing the 
main stress of the c1ause): 

(i) a. His j wife DEN lED the rumors about John j • 

b. *His j wife denied the rumors about JOHN j • 

(ii) The rumors about JOHN j were denied by his j wife. 

The possibility of coreference manifested in (ii) vs . the impossibility of the same in (ib) shows th at 
it is the linear order of the pronoun and the Focus constituent. not their c-command relation that 
is involved here (both in (i) and in (ii). the position of the Focus constituent and the pronoun bear 
no c-command relation to one another). The irrelevance of the lack of c-command relation between 
the alleged bound variabIe and the corresponding pronoun in (i i) suggests th at in the case of 
focused DP antecedents. it may be a discourse principle of anaphora - involving the inaccessibil
ity of a ncwly introduced antecedent following the pronoun - that creates the impossibility of 
anaphoric relation . rather than a principle of variabIe binding. Crucially. this is in contrast to the 
true. uncontroversially quantificational WCO cases. The above issue c1early deserves further 
research ; thi s however is beyond the scope of the present study. 
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syntactic rnovernent. Since we will take up below the challenge such a case would pose 
for any purely PF-interface-based view of Focus, lirst we need to check whether the 
syntactic alternation under discussion is indeed syntactic rnovernent, and cannot be 
reanalyzed as a base-generated "scrarnbling"/"free word order" effect. The data below 
show th at the process involved is not clause-bounded (see (13» , exhibits subjacency 
effects (see (14», and licenses PGs (sec (15», hence it c1early is a syntactic rnovernent, 
forming an A-bar chain : 

(Q: Kinek hallottad hogy János kölcsönadott 2000 dollárt?) 
whorn-to heard-2sg that John-norn loaned $2000 
'To whorn did you hear that John had loaned 2000 dollars?' 

(13) [MARINAK] hallottarn hogy János kölcsönadott 2000 dollárt. 
MARY-TO heard-I sg th at John-norn loaned $2000 

' I heard that John had loaned 2000 dollars to MARY.' 

(14) *MARINAK hallottarn a hfrt hogy János ' kölcsönadott 2000 dollárt. 
TO-MARY heard-I sg the news-acc that John-norn loaned $2000 
( ' h's to MARY that I heard the news that John had loaned $2000') 

(15) a. [AZ OSZTÁLYTÁRSAlTJ hfvta rneg János t vacsorára 
THE CLASSMATES-HIS-ACC invited PerI' John-norn dinner-to 

rnég rniel6tt bernutalta volna pg a szüleinek . 
even before introduced-3sg cond. the parents-his-to 
('h's HlS CLASSMATES that John had invited t for dinner even before he 
would have introduced pg to his parents ') vs . 

b. János rneghfvta az osztálytársait vacsorára 
John-norn Perf-invited the classrnates-his-acc dinner-to 
rnég rniel6lt bernutalta vol na *(óket) a szüleinek . 
even before introduced-3sg cond. (thern) the parents-his-to 
('John had invited his c1assrnates for dinner even before he would have 
introduced *(thern) to his parents') 

The next question is whether or not the landing site of the above apparent "Focus
rnovernent" is a position th at is consistent with c1ausal rnain stress assignrnent to the 
Focus elernent under the unrnarked stress rule (see (2) above) , as was the case with Type 
A rnovernents. 

Given the above phenornena, and the argurnents regarding the landing-site of Focus
rnovernent in the literature, we can conclude th at it is an A-bar Spec position - lef! 
adjacent to V (due to V-raising) - that crucially is located outside of the VP, namely 
in the Spec position of a clausal functional projection (FP or lP) above VP (see Farkas 
1986, Brody 1990, Horvath 1995, Kenesei 1995). Thus the unrnarked stress rule could not 
account tor the fact that the preposed constituent bears rnain stress, and it is interpreted as 
the (narrow) Focus of the sentence (see e .g., (13) and (15». Such "Focus-rnovernent" 
(Type B) cases then would need a rnarked operation of stress-shift in !heir derivation 
under the CinquelReinhart PF-interface view of Focus. But if so, then why should there 
be rnovernent to such a position in the lirst place? Clearly, the rnovernent itself cannot be 
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justified by any interface economy consideration of conforming to the automatically given 
(unmarked) stress pattern and avoiding the marked stress-shift (unlike e.g. Zubizarreta's 
(1993) cases in (9)-( 10) above). Notice that even the most deeply embedded complement 
of V (as in (13), (15», normally receiving main stress in situ, undergoes this movement, 
even though according to the Cinque/Reinhart hypothesis, these could be Focus in their 
original position. In sum. it looks like these cases involve both unnecessary movement 
and marked stress shift. So prima facie , the Hungarian-type "Focus-movement" is the 
c1earest kind of evidence against a uniformly stress-based, interface conception of Focus; 
it suggests the need for encoding Focus directly in the CHL. 

4.2 The cllecking theory scenario of Focus 

In view of the above facts, the best option may seem to be to adopt a proposal for Focus 
encoded in the CH!. that has in fact been made independently and is widely assumed in 
the framework of the MP: an account construing Focus as a formal feature in the syntax 
undergoing checking (on the evolution of this conception, see 1.1 above). Under this 
alternative, CH!.-internal view of Focus (see Brody (1995), Kenesei (1995) and related 
work), a formal feature [+Focus] is freely assigned to some items in the Numeration, and 
an item marked [+Focus] moves to the Spec of F(ocus)P, aUracted by the uninterpretable 
feature [+Focus] of the head pl, where checking takes place. (It is c1aimed thatthe verb 
in Hungarian adjoins to the pl-head, resulting in adjacency to the Focus-moved phrase .) 
Furthermore, Brody (1995) assumes that the [+Focus]-feature is strong in the Hungarian
type languages - hence the overtness of Focus-movement - and it is weak in the 
English-type in situ Focus - hence the alleged movementtakes place af ter Spell-out (for 
problems with the latter, see 3 above). Under this view, the [+Focus] feature of the 
syntax triggers the assignment of main stress on the item that be ars it; at LF it is 
assumed to act as an operator, following Chomsky's (1976) proposal. The fact that what 
moves by Focus-movement is of ten not just the item bearing [+Focus], and hence main 
stress, but rather some larger phrase properly containing this item is auributed to pied
piping, on the analogy of wh-movement cases. 

One immediate question arising here is : if this is the proper conception of Focus in 
UG, then what is lhe status of "neutraI" IPs with projecting Focus (as discussed in 
Cinque 1993), and of the evidence for a PF-interface account for Focus (presented e.g. 
in Zubizarreta 1993 and Reinhart 1995)? 

There have been some attempts - in particular, in Kenesei (1995) and É. Kiss (1996)-
10 reconcile lhe case of "neutral"lbroad Focus phenomena with the a1leged (overt) "Focus
movements" to Spec of FP auested in the Hungarian-type languages by postulating two 
distinct types of Focus, meant for capturing both cross-linguistic and language-internal 
variation observed among Focus-constructions. These proposals introduce a dichotomy 
between (i) "contrastive"/"operator" Focus (involving [+Focus]-checking, as in the 
Hungarian-type Focus-movement) and (ii) "presentational"f'information" Focus (involving 
a possibly purely stress-based account, as e.g. in English in situ Focus). However, il will 
be argued below that neither a uniformly CHI.-internal account, nor the above split -
stress-based PF-interface and Focus-checking-based CHL-internal - account is tenable. 
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5. Alleged "Focus-checking" (=Type B) movements: evidence against the direct 
encoding of Focus in the CHl 

One major type of evidence arguing against the direct syntactic encoding of Focus even 
in the prima facie obviously Focus-checking-based case of Hungarian overt "Focus 
movemenf' - and hen ce also against the above split ("operator" vs . "information") 
Focus proposal - emerges when we examine cases of "Focus-movement" involving 
alleged pied pi ping of material other than the item hearing the main stress and carrying 
the syntactic feature [+Focus) under the syntactically encoded (checking-based) account. 

Webelhuth's (1992) descriptive generalizations about pied piping (see (16» - based 
on wh-movement cases - turn out to be freely violated by the alleged Focus-checking 
movement of Hungarian . 

(16) Webelhulh 5' ( /992) pied piping generalizaliol1s: 
a. A modi fier is not a pied piper. 
b. A theta-marked phrase is not a pied piper. 
c. Non-theta-marked specifiers (of noncIausal categories) are pied pipers. 

Importantly, within the same language (namely Hungarian), we find a cIear discrepancy 
between the freedom of apparent pied piping by alleged [+Focus]-feature-bearing 
items and the restricted options of pied piping (conforming to generalizations (16» by 
wh-morphemes. This is demonstrated below hy the contrast between cases of wh-pied
piping as in (17a,b) and (19a,b) vs. the corresponding structurally parallel alleged 
[+Focus]-pied-piping cases shown in (18) and (20), respectively. Notice that even when 
relative wh-pronouns - known to be highly permissive as pied-pipers - fail to induce 
pied-piping, the alleged pied-piping by [+Focus] in the same structure gives fully 
grammatical results (cf. (I7a) vs. (18) and (19a) vs . (20». 

(17) a. *a filmszinésznó néhányakiró1 [rl könyvel láttam I 

thc movie-actress some whom-ahout written book-acc saw-I sg 
apolcon . .. 
the shelf-on 
('the movie-star a few books written about whom I saw on the shelf ... ') 

b. *Néhány kiról irl könyvel láttál I apolcon? 
some whom-about written book-acc saw-2sg the shelf-on 
CA few books written about whom did you see on the shelf?') vs. 

(18) Apparent pied piping by [+Focus] within modi/ler: 
Néhálly {MAR/LYN MONROERÓLJ irl köny vel láttam 
some M. M.-about written book-ace saw-Isg 
apolcon. 
the shelf-on 
'It's a few books written about MARILYN MONROE that I saw on the shelf.' 
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(19) a. *az ital amit követe[o vendégektof fél 
the drink which-acc demanding guests-from fears 
a pincér t ... 
the waiter-nom 
('the drink customers demanding whieh the waiter is afraid of ... ') 

b. *mit követefo vendégektof fél a pincér t? 
what-acc demanding guests-from fears the waiter 
('Customers demanding what is the waiter afraid of?') vs. 

(20) [BARACKPÁLlNKÁT] követefo vendégektol fél a pincér t. 
apricot-brandy-acc demanding guests-from fe ars the waiter 
'It's customers demanding APRICOT BRANDY that the waiter is afraid of.' 

The pied-piping contrast bet ween (17)-( 19) and (18)-(20) indicates that what drives this 
"Focus-movement" is not the postulated formal feature [+Focus] borne by the 
capitalizcd elements in (18) and (20), contrary to what is assumed under the CHL -internal, 
[+Focus]-checking-based conceptions of Focus . 

Apart from the above facts, there are further observations suggesting th at the postula
tion of a feature [+Focus] for Type B movement constructions in the syntax, serving as 
the basis for PF stress-assignment and for Focus interpretation at LF, is actually 
inadequate even independently of the issue of whether or not this feature itself may be 
c1aimed to drive movement under checking theory. 

Consider first the following cross-linguistic generalization, noted by Gundel (1988) and 
Roberts (1996): both "operator Focus" and "information Focus" necessarily involve 
prosodie marking, in addition to whatever other - special syntactic or morphological 
- properties they happen to manifest. The question then is: why should this be the case 
for "operator Focus", if it indeed were a phenomenon distinct in type from "information 
Focus", namely, one based on a CHI.-internal operator feature [+Focus]? It would c1early 
be a curious coincidence if there was an operator-feature like this, which simply 
happened to be associated universally with main stress/intonation center, just like the 
non-syntactic PF-interface-based "information Focus" is . One may try to defend the split 
(CHI.-encoded and PF/stress-based) theory by appealing to some possible similarities in 
their discourse functions beyond the CHL to explain their making use of prosodic 
prominence. But such a suggestion turns out to be implausible, in light of some further 
observations (see the discussion of (21) and (22)-(23) below) . These involve systematic 
precise parallelisms with respect to the relation between stress assignment, constituent 
structure and the set of associated Focus options manifested within the moved constitu
ent of "operator Focus" on the one hand and within "information" Focus construc
tions (as those dealt with by Cinque and Reinhart) on the other hand. 

Specifically, the options for "narrow" vs. "broad"f'projecting" Focus manifested 
within the preposed phrase in a Type B movement (alleged "operator Focus") case like 
Hungarian turn out to fall straightforwardly under the predietions of the Cinquel 
Reinhart PF -interface-based hypothesis of phrasal stress and Focus, developed by 
them for in situ prosodic Focus cases. Consider first the following generalizations 
regarding the position of stress and the corresponding Focus set, deriving directly from 
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the Cinque/Reinhart system of stress-based Focus in conjunction with interface economy 
(as outlined in 1.2 above): 

(21) a. Main stress on head, or if there is one, the (head of the) complement (of/in the 
Focus-moved phrase) : Focus is broad, i.e ., it "projects" (but no further than 
the Focus-moved phrase). 

b. Main stress on an adjunct or specifier (in the Focus-moved phrase): gives 
narrow Focus, i.e., Focus limited to the stress-bearing adjunct or specifier -
due to marked stress-shift (strengthening). 

Observe now the following data involving the Focus set (indicated by bracketing) under 
Type B - i.e., alleged [+Focus)-checking - movements; note in particular the 
"broad"!"narrow" Focus variation internal to the preposed (V-adjacent) phrase in the (a) 
vs. (b) versions of (22) and (23), and its relation to the location of main stress (indicated 
by capitalization). 

(22) (example adapted from Kenesei 1995): 
a. Anna [a tegnapi [CIKKEKEll] olvasta t. 

Anna-nom the yesterday 's articles-acc read 
'It's [yesterday's ARTICLES] that Anna read.' 
or: 
'/t 's yesterday's [ARTICLES) that Anna read.' 

b. Anna a [TEGNAPJ] cikkeket olvasta t. 
Anna-nom the yesterday's articles-acc read 
'/t's [YESTERDAY'S] articles that Anna re ad (not today's).' 
(but not: '/t's [YESTERDAY'S articles] that Anna read (not some short stories). ') 

(23) a. János a [[NÉPDALOKAll éneklóllányt választotta t . 
John-nom the folksongs-acc singing girl-acc chose 
'/t's the girl [singing FOLKSONGS] that John chose.' 
or: 
' It's the girl singing [FOLKSONGS] th at John chose.' 

b. János a [KERTBEN] énekl6 lányt választotta t . 
John-nom the garden-in singing girl-acc chose 
'/t's the girl singing [IN THE GARDEN) th at John chose (not the girl singing 
in the kitchen).' 
(but not: '/t's the girl [singing IN THE GARDEN] th at John chose (not the 
girl reading in the bed room/not our neighbour).') 

The variations of main stress and Focus observable within the preposed phrase in the 
above data reflect precisely the generalizations in (21) that were derived directly from the 
Cinque/Reinhart proposal of stress-based Focus and interface economy. In (22a), the 
main stress being on the structurally lowest element of the preposed DP, namely the head 
noun, provides the options of Focus on the noun, or Focus on the whole DP (see (2) and 
(3»; in contrast in (22b) where main stress appears on the adjunct of the DP - hence 
under the Cinque/Reinhart theory of Focus, (DP-internal) stress-shiftlstrengthening must 
have applied - the only option is that the adjunct itself is the Focus, as expected based 
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on interface economy. The above conclusion is further confirmed by the somewhat more 
complex case of (23a) vs. (23b). When the main stress is on the most deeply embedded 
element of the adjunct participial relative in the preposed OP, namelyon its complement, 
as in (23a), Focus can be either th at complement itself, or the whole participial adjunct, 
but not the whole preposed OP (since within the latter, marked stress-shift from the head 
N to the adjunct must have applied). In (23b), where main stress is on an adjunct within 
the participial adjunct of the preposed OP, the only available Focus option is Focus on 
the participle 's own adjunct ('in the garden'); i.e ., neither the participial phrase contain
ing it, nor the whole dominating OP may be taken as Focus, again, as predicted by the 
theory of stress-based Focus and interface economy, applying in our cases within the 
preposed OP. 

Within a syntactically encoded [+Focus )-based conception of Focus-movement, 
Kenesei (1995) proposes to account for such observations (a) by stipulating th at the 
[+Focus] feature gets assigned optionally either to lexical items (heads) entering the 
Numeration, or crucially, to whole XPs, and (b) by postulating for the latter cases a 
process of downward [+Focus] feature percolation from XP onto the he ad or (if th ere is 
one) the complement, to achieve correct main stress placement. These assumptions 
however are ad hoc complications inherent in the assignment and functioning of the 
alleged formal feature [+Focus); they reveal no more than the inappropriateness of the 
use of a syntactic feature to "mediate" bet ween Focus-interpretation and the concomitant 
stress phenomena even in the case of the prima facie syntactically encoded Hungarian
type Focus. In addition to resorting to devices inconsistent with a minimalist conception 
of the CH!. (feature-assignments to phrases, feature-percolation), this [+Focus)-based 
proposal c1early seems like a forced, roundabout way of reproducing - in a sen se, an 
attempt to mimic - effects provided naturally by the Cinque/Reinhart-type stress-based 
PF-interface account of Focus. 

Our analysis of the above data c1early indicates the relevance of the PF-interface 
not ion of Focus (within the preposed phrase) also for the case of alleged "Focus
checking" (Type B) movements. What we still need to answer of course is why the main 
stress is within the preposed phrase, and why this syntactic movement takes pI ace in the 
first place. 

6. A grammaticalized "exhaustivity" operator (EI) and Focus as a unified 
PF -interface-based phenomenon 

Two major conclusions from the discussion in Section 5 have been: 

(a) As the pied piping phenomena presented in (17)-( 18) and (19-(20) indicated, the 
claim that "Focus-licensing" (Type B) movement is driven by the need to check the 
formal syntactic feature [+Focus) is not a tenable account even for the case that seems to 
provide the strongest type of prima facie motivation for a CH!.-intemal encoding of Focus. 
(b) The hypothesis of two distinct types of Focus - "operator" Focus (involving the 
operator feature [+Focus]) vs. PF-based "information" Focus - misses a significant 
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generalization, namely the parallelism between Focus in phrases that have undergone 
Type B "Focus-movement" and in situ "prosodic" Focus (as analysed by Cinque and 
Reinhart) with respect to the relation of phrasal stress to the Focus set. 

In view of these results, an adequate account for the puzzling Type B "Focus-move
ments" (as in Hungarian) would need to reduce Focus to a single type of phenomenon, 
capturing the relevance of the same stress-based Cinque/Reinhart-type notion of Focus 
in Type B cases as weil, yet at the same time to be able to derive the obvious differences 
between the Hungarian-type "Focus-move ment" case and purely PF-interface-based 
"prosodic" Focus cases (such as e .g. English in situ Focus). 

This requirement turns out to be less paradoxical than it may first sound, when we 
observe th at apart from undergoing Move/ Attract, Hungarian (pre-V) Focus manifests 
another distinctive characteristic (not found for instance in the case of English in situ 
Focus). As observed in Kenesei (1995), as weil as in É. Kiss (1996) and Roberts (1996), 
its semantic interpretation is uniformly 'exclusion by identification with respect to some 
domain of discourse 0'. Rather than merely introducing new information, it exhaustively 
identifies the proper subset of a contextually relevant set of entities as the one for 
which the predicate holds. Consider the following type of contrast: 

(24) Q: Kit hfvtak meg? 
'Who did they invite?' 

a. [JÁNOST] hfvták meg t. 
John-acc invited-3pl PerI' 

'They invited JOHN (and nobody else).' 
vs. b. Meghfvták *(például/ többek között) JÁNOST. 

Perf-invited-3pl for-example/among others John-acc 
'They invited JOHN, for example/among others.' 

Examples Iike (24b) provide evidence th at nonpreposed DPIPP Focus is in fact possible 
in Hungarian too, however - contrary to e.g. English in situ Focus - only when it is 
not intended to be an exhaustive identification of the proper subset of contextually 
relevant entities involved; any time the assertion involves exhaustive identification, only 
the (overtly) preposed version can be used (as in (24a)) . In other words, Hungarian 
appears to have "grammaticalized" the notion of exhaustive identification (in a way that 
results in overt movement) . Furthermore, the use of this "grammaticalized", i.e ., 
syntactically encoded, strategy apparently takes precedence over leaving the choice of 
exhaustive vs . non-exhaustive interpretation open for pragmatics . Consequently, when 
(OPIPP) Focus is in situ , the only interpretation available is partial, i.e ., non-exhaustive 
listing. Since the pragmatically "normal" way of providing information e.g. in contexts 
like (wh-)questions (as in (24)) is to be maximally informative, any time a less than 
exhaustivc identification of the relevant en ti ties is provided, namely when Focus is left 
in situ, as in (24b), in Hungarian, the sentence sounds well-formed only if some explicit 
indication of the given information being incomplete/non-exhaustive is provided (e.g., by 
adding 'for example' or 'among others', or at least some rising intonation on the listed 
element(s) signaling the list being unfinished due to problems with recall) . 
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Further evidence for the property of exhaustive identification being associated with the 
pre-V (alleged) "Focus-position" of Hungarian is provided by the non-contradictory 
nature of the following type of coordination, pointed out originally in Szabolcsi (1981): 

(25) Nem JÁNOST hfvták meg, hanem JÁNOST ÉS MARlT (hfvták meg) . 
not John-acc invited-3pl Perf but John-acc and Mary-acc ( ... ) 
'h's not JOHN who they invited, it's JOHN ANO MARY (who they invited).' 

vs .ilThey didn ' t invite JOHN, but invited JOHN ANO MARY. 

6.1 The proposal 

Now recall that while it was shown (in Section 4 .1) that "Focus-movement" in Hungari
an is a true syntactic A-bar movement operation, it has been established on the other 
hand (in Section 5) th at it cannot be the [+Focus] feature that drives this movement, i.e., 
th at checks a corresponding feature on a c1ausal functional head (see (17)-( 18) and 
(19)-(20», and furthermore that the postulation of an operator feature ([ +Focus]) which 
provides Focus-interpretation at LF as weil as serves to trigger the assignment of main 
stress at PF is descriptively inadequate . Instead the construction has been shown to 
involve the same stress-based PF-interface notion of Focus within the preposed phrase 
that in situ "prosodic"/"information" Focus has been known to exhibit (see the discus sion 
of (22)-(23) above). These conclusions, and the observations about the special "exhaus
tive identification" property of the alleged Focus-checking movement construction of 
Hungarian suggest an alternative integrated account for th is challenging Type B "Focus
movement" case, within minimalist assumptions. The proposal consists of the following 
basic elements : 

(a) Assume that there is an exhaustive identification (EI) operator, and that it is this, 
rather than an allcged [+Focus] feature, that is a "grammaticalized", i.e., syntactically 
encoded, element in Hungarian . 
(b) Focus need not and should not be directly encoded in the CHI. in the Hungarian
type case either; rather it is universally a stress-based interface phenomenon, along the 
lines of the Cinque/Reinhart theory of (in situ) Focus . 
(c) A c1ausal functional head Elo encodes and attracts an "EI-operator feature", which 
- being strong in Hungarian - triggers overt movement of an EI-operator phrase into 
its Spec (Spec of ElP). This parallels the case of (universally) quantified phrases in 
Hungarian, which also undergo overt, arguably checking-driven movement. (The overt 
raising of the verb associated with "Focus-movement" indicates that the phonologically 
null Elu he ad needs to be "supported" by the verb, presumably due to its affixal nature.) 
(d) The EI-operator (EI-Op), able to enter into a checking relation with the strong EI 
feature of the Elo head, is merged as the Spec of DP (and possibly of PP). (This 
assumption is parallel to the analysis of the Q(uestion)-operator in the case of Japanese 
under TsaÏs (1994) proposal for wh-interrogatives.) Hence the pied-piping facts pointed 
out in Section 5 are correctly accounted for: due to the location of the EI-Op in the Spec 
of OP (or PP) position, the OP (or PP) gets legitimately pied-piped when EIU attracts 
EI-Op to its checking domain (see (17)-( 18) and (19)-(20» . 
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(e) The EI-Op requires the presence of (prosodic/information) Focus within its 
particular c-command domain,just Iike EVEN and ONLY do within theirs; hence the 
apparent "Focus-phrase" nature of the preposed OP/PP constituent. This also accounts for 
the observations about what partes) of th at preposed phrase can actually be taken to be 
Focus (see (22) and (23». Furtherrnore. it is the EI-Op's need to be associated with 
Focus that requires. and hence makes acceptable. the observed uneconomical stress
strengthening that shifts main stress from the most deeply embedded constituent of the 
clause to the higher preposed EI-Op phrase. 

To illustrate our proposal. consider the schematic representation of "Focus-movement" 
(the asterisk indicates main stress on an item) : 

(26) CP -------ElP 

EI-Op OP 

~ 
... l * ] ... . .. ti .. . 

The above propos al accounts for the particular syntactic A-bar movement observed in 
this (Type B) Focus construction. yet preserves the generalization th at Focus is a unified. 
universally stress-based interface phenomenon, and that it demonstrably acts like that 
also in this alleged "Focus-checking" construction. Our account makes crucial use of the 
split introduced bet ween Focus and an independent operator (EI-Op), whose only re lation 
to Focus is that it needs to be associated with a Focus element within its c-command 
domain, similarly to the well-known cases of items like ONL Y and EVEN. Striking 
further evidence for the independence of Focus and EI-Op, and for the claim that it is 
not Focus, but a clausal head Elo (with a strong EI feature) th at drives overt A-bar 
movement in the Hungarian-type case is provided by the contrasting behavior of phrases 
with csak 'on ly' and phrases with még ... is 'even': 

(27) csak 'ONLY': 
a. Csak [JÁNOST] hfvták meg t. 

only John-acc invited-3pl Perf 
'They invited only [JOHN].' 

b. *Meghfvták/hfvták meg csak JÁNOST. 
Perf-invited-3pl/invited-3pl Perf only John-acc 

c. *Csak meghfvták/hfvták meg JÁNOST. 
only Perf-invited-3pl/invited-3pl Perf John-acc 

(28) lIlég . .. is 'EVEN': 
a. Meghfvták még [JÁNOST] is. 

Perf-invited yet John-acc also 
'They invited even [JOHN].' 
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b. *Még [JÁNOSTl is hfvták meg t. 
yet John-acc also invited-3pl Perf 
('Even JOHN invited they. ') 

As in other languages, both csak 'only' and még ... is 'even' need to be "associated with 
Focus"; but while csak has the semantic import of exhaustivity, még ... is is semantically 
incompatible with exhaustive identification . Thus, the contrast between (27) showing 
obligatory preposing of the csak-phrase containing Focus and (28) showing the impossi
bility of preposing the még ... is-phrase also containing Focus is precisely what our pro
posal would predict , and is contrary to what a Focus-checking hypothesis would predict. 

6 .2 SOllle further issues 

The arguments presented above against the CHI.-internal encoding and for an interface
based account of Focus even in the case of prima facie syntactic "Focus-licensing" 
(Type B) movements were based on evidence from Focus in Hungarian, which is 
probably the best-known such case. Yet, a question naturally arising at this point is to 
what exterlt the above conclusions regarding the status of Focus carry over to other 
apparent Type B Focus-movement cases. Specifically, one may wonder (a) whether 
alleged " Focus-licensing" movements across languages can always be shown to be driven 
by something other than the checking of a syntactic feature [+Focusl (in the sense 
di scussed above), and (b) if so whether what drives such movements is always the fonnal 
feature of the clausal functional head Elo, as in Hungarian . While due to limitations of 
space we cannot address this issue here, there are indications of an affinnative answer to 
question (a), and possibly a negative answer to (b). In languages with "designated" Focus 
positions and overt A-bar "Focus-movement" such as e .g., Basque, Italian, Greek, 
Standard Arabic, Catalan, etc. (see Echepare 1997, Rizzi 1995, É. Kiss 1996), the 
preposed phrases have been shown to involve some systematic extra semantic function 
beyond just being "new infonnation" in the discourse, such at> Contrastivity (in Italian, 
Greek, Standard Arabic, Catalan), and Emphatic (exclamative) force (in Basque). 

Another question one may raise based on the above propos al is whether the postulated 
Elo clausal functional head is unifonnly strong (hence triggers overt movement, 
whenever projected), or it may in some languages be weak, and thus trigger covert 
movement of the EI operator feature of a phrase. The case of in situ Focus of DPIPP in 
English for instance appears to be vague, rather than ambiguous, with respect to exhaust
ive identification, and the cases where it gets interpreted exhaustively seem to provide no 
clear syntactic evidence for covert raising. Yet, especially in light of the WCO effects 
observed in Chomsky (1976), this issue is still open, even for the case of English. 

Finally, the "grammaticalization" of the notion of exhaustive identification by the 
clausal head Elo (at least in some languages) proposed above raises the question of the 
status of the cleft and pseudocleft constructions in languages like English . In contrast to 
in-situ/prosodic Focus, the latter two constructions do exhibit an implication of exhaust
iveness. Thus one may ask whether their analysis should also involve movement to the 
Spec position of an ElP for feature checking on EI!). (É. Kiss (1996) for instance claims 
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that at least the English deft construction actually has the same Focus Operator in the 
same Spec of FP checking the [+Focus) feature as she assumes t'or Hungarian "Focus
movement".) However, as I have argued in my talk at the Amsterdam Colloquium on 
Interface Strategies (September 24-26, 1997), the deft and pseudodeft constructions in 
fact should not be assigned an EI-Op-based analysis, contrary to our account for 
Hungarian. They are distinct from the case of Hungarian exhaustive identification in 
ways suggesting that they do not involve a quantificational (EI-Op) element, and their 
exhaustive identification property is not to be auributed to the presence of a functional 
category Elo, but rather to a non-grammaticalized version of expressing exhaustive 
identification: the use of an equative (identificational) construction, based on the copula 
BE. 
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